ACROSS
1) Pub order
6) Certain relative
11) Conditional word
14) Severe
15) Country bordering Tibet
16) Ending for "mod" or "nod"
17) Roughhouse
19) Auction offering
20) Late comic Williams
21) Mocha resident
23) "What, me worry?"
26) Kind of gas (Abbr.)
27) Celebratory events
28) Chipped away at
30) Tattoo place
31) Jeans fabric
32) "Rawhide" role for Clint
33) "This tape will self-destruct...
36) Marker fillers
37) Items in a rack
38) "__ the Rainbow"
39) Consumed
40) Shocked?
41) Summary of beliefs
42) Emitted long, loud cries
44) Mother-of-pearl sources
45) Word before "lies the rub"
47) Costa del___
48) Calendar abbr.
49) Reduce the strength of
50) Blast from the past
52) Anvil's site
53) Jumping arachnid
55) "Home ___" (comedy classic)
56) Bigfoot relatives
57) Under the covers
59) Blue book filler
60) Sister of Urania
61) Beatty of "Deliverance"
62) Rods' partners
63) Back-to-health program

DOWN
1) "Stop talking!"
2) Confucian "way"
3) "Bobby Hockey"
4) "Back in the ___" (Beatles jam)
5) Formula to be proven
6) Strip of gear, as a ship
7) Gas light
8) "Brain" of a PC
9) Nautical ropes
10) Advanced in years
11) Some workers over rough terrain
12) "Home ___" (comedy classic)
13) Bigfoot relatives
18) Under the covers
22) Chairman with a "Red Book"
23) TV, radio, magazines, etc.
24) "__ you ashamed of yourself?"
25) With a certain equine feature
27) Handled roughly
29) Prefix with "approve"
30) Used the elbow, in a way
32) Above the horizon
34) Euripides tragedy
35) Winter coating
37) Certain Indonesians
38) Certain whale
40) Buy-one-get-one-free item?
41) Brake part
43) Noah's craft
44) Agrees quietly
45) 11-year-old, in adspeak
46) "Ho!" preceder
47) Kills, as a dragon
50) Type of hygiene
51) Dublin's isle
54) Mad cow disease, for short
55) "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-___"
56) Airport stat.
57) Knock off, as a bank
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